HOLY NOTHING _ UNDERDOG
Holy Nothing, created in Porto in 2013, by Pedro Rodrigues, Samuel
Gonçalves and Nelson Silva, explores the unpredictability of what a laboratory of
synthesizers, sequencers and grooveboxes can generate. These are the key
elements that follow them both in the rehearsal room and in their live
performances – they make electronic music far away from computers,
exclusively using analog instruments within a profound organic aesthetics.
A year after the release of their debut album, “Hypertext” (2015), Holy
Nothing were scribbled all over the national line-ups, like NOS Primavera Sound,
Vodafone Paredes de Coura, and even in foreign stages, like SXSW (Austin) and
Eurosonic Noorderslag’s (Groningen).
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The unveiling of their new album, already anticipated by a first single,
proceeds now with the release of a new song – Underdog – produced by Ruben
Allen (aka SaiR). This new song states what is going to be the key element of the
band’s new album: a network of collaborations with several artists which will
integrate the process of composition, production and mixing of all the new songs
to be released.
The aim is to contaminate the new songs with increasingly unexpected
references leading us to more contrasting landscapes anchored in a multiplicity
of references. Underdog perfectly illustrates this strive for contamination. In
this song the synthesisers density and obscurity coexists with the warm bass
lines and almost tropical beats. Maybe because of SaiR’s production, one can also
sense a disco flavour on it, together with uncommitted voice melodies that drives
us to ambiences oscillating between very different landscapes.
In a constantly electronic background (that wants to gets us right into the
dance floor) this is one of that tracks that does not want to give up of the song
format.
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The release of Underdog is accompanied by a Canal 180 videoclip
directed by Luís Sobreiro, photography direction by João Diogo Marques and
production by João Brojo. An olympic metaphor that perfectly expresses the
antagonistic ambience of the song, floating between accelerated and dense
environments, tropical and machined aesthetics, between victory and failure.
LINKS:
“Underdog” - videoclip
https://youtu.be/XW2s0CX9TNM
Facebook
www.facebook.com/holynothingmusic
Bandcamp
https://holynothing.bandcamp.com/

